Curriculum Overview for Year 5 & 6 Spring 2018
English

Art & Design

Writing & Reading:
Narrative: stories in the style of the author and creating alternative
endings
Recounts from a viewpoint
Persuasive writing in a variety of forms
Non chronological reports
and much more…
Texts: Holes, Until I met Dudley, Skellig
more…

Computing
Using & combining a variety of
software:

Greek Pottery: Observe existing Greek
pottery artefacts and consider the meaning
that they portray. Investigate the use of
pattern in Greek pottery.
Design and create their own clay 2D scene,
with 3D elements.

Using internet services (paint.net) to
generate their own sprite.

Scratch: Children will use the sprit
created in an animation on an ancient
Greek myth.

and many

Design & Technology

PSHE

Fairground Rides:
children will design a
fairground ride with
moving parts.

Mathematics

Going for Goals

Good to be me

Year 5: Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division: all using multi digit numbers
up to 4 digits (in line with Government recommendations). ). Statistics, measure,
geometry and fractions.
Year 6: Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division: all using multi digit numbers
up to 4 digits (in line with Government recommendations). Statistics, measure,
geometry and fractions.
All children will learn new mathematical concepts, practise
procedures and apply in a range of real life contexts

Science

Languages

French
Bon Appetite

Enroute pour l’ecole

History
Understanding where
(geographically) and when the
Ancient Greeks existed.
Researching and reacting
diplomacy; law and order: relate to
today’s world. Understanding
architectural advances, the worship
of gods and goddesses, educational
break throughs and power
advancement through war.
Realising the lifelong legacies left
by this civilisation – compare to life
today.

Music
‘Listen to me’

Le retour du printempts
Topic: The Ancient Greeks

Animals (including humans):
Children will look at animals: what they
need to survive and stay healthy, the
respiratory and circulatory systems,
how they grow and age. They will also
conduct and write up their findings of
an investigation.

Modern

Learn to play Brass
Each class will learn this for one
term followed by a term of music
sessions on song cycles, change
and transition & orchestral music.

Notre monde

Religious
Physical

Education

Education
Hockey
Gymnastics
Dance
Netball

Community
Peace
The Cross

